1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.

5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.

- Could only make afternoon session, but glad I came.
- Excellent session—should be made accessible/mandatory for adjuncts and faculty.
- Great job on a very complex subject.
- I enjoyed the practical applications & use of copyrighted materials. Additional resources and/or handouts would have been helpful. More content on slides would have helped.
- I liked/loved this session since it showed/educated me on this very important facet of education, especially in this “tech” age. Thank you.
- Informative, fun.
- One of the most informative/useful workshops ever offered via the technology office.
- Some slides that were in red text were difficult to read.
- The major aspects of the speaker is all round knowledge on the topic which is delivered.
- This was very informative. It was great to know that we are not breaking the law by linking web content from public web sites.
- This workshop presented very valuable & interesting topic which is very pertinent to teaching as well as other scholarly activities.
- Very good presentation.
- Very informative & engaging.
- Very informative.
- Very well laid out.